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> The Computer Technology Branch of the Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical
Counications, National Library of Medicine, has designed the circulation module of
the Integrated Library System (ILS). 'This module will be implemented at the Army
Library, Pentagon. This document serves as the plan for conversion from the manual
to the automated system... Although the plan is designed for the Amy Library, the
problems and the alternatives discussed are integral to the implementation of the ILS.

-J

j-- l-i idetiffFs--thi"ee-stages of conversion: the initial phase of
preparation before the system comes up, Phase 2 which outlines the day-to-day
operations and Phase 3 or retrospective conversion. The day-to-day operations
include registering patrons, checking out items without bar code labels, and checking-
in serials. The retrospective conversion involves the creation of bibliographic
records for items that have not been catalogued or that have not circulated. The
objective of this last phase is to create an inventory of all items in the library.

z The flow charts of procedures in this document 11ave been developed in conjunction
with Army Library staff and are subject to modification as the plan is implemented.
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ABSTRACT

The Computer Technology Branch of the Lister Hill Center for
Biomedical Comminications, National Library of Medicine, has designed
the circulation module of the Integrated Library System (ILS). This
module will be implemented at the Army Library, Pentagon. This
docuent serves as the plan for conversion from the manual to the
automated system. Although the plan is designed for the Army Library,
the problems and the alternatives discussed are integral to the
implementacion of the ILS.

'The -pan iden'tifies three stages of conversion: the initial
phase of preparation before the system comes up, Phase 2 which out-
lines the day-to-day operations and Phase 3 or retrospective conver-
sion. The day-to-day operations include registering patrons, checking-
out items without bar code labels, and checking-in serials. The
retrospective conversion involves the creation of bibliographic
records for items that have not been catalogued or that have not
circulated. The objective of this last phase is to create an inven-
tory of all items in the library,

loped in conjunction with Army Library staff and are subject to mod-

ification as the plan is implemented.
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1.0 THE CRITICAL NATURE OF CONVERSION

The success or failure of an automated library system may depend

on the smoothness of its conversion process. If implementation results

in errors, breakdowns, and confusion, confidence will be lost and even

the best design may be scrapped. Horror stories about conversion are

common among libraries that have converted from manual to automated

circulation systems. Conversion is time-consuming and requires careful

planning; yet it is not an impossible task. By identifying potential

problem areas, simplifying procedures, and improving training methods

and training manuals most of the pitfalls should be avoided.

Although this paper presents a conversion plan primarily for the

Army Library, the problems and the alternatives discussed are integral

to the implementation of this system. Therefore, Section 1.2 of this

chapter discusses the design characteristics that have implications

roar conversion and Section 1.3 consl~ars the conditions within the

Army Library which have influenced the plan. Section 1.4 outlines the

structure of the remainder of the report.

1.1 Lessons From History

Several lessons can be learned from studying previous experiences

with automating circulation functions. The first is that the more

records created prior to the system startup, the easier day-to-day

operations will be. Secondly, if the library uses its machine-readable

cataloging records, or accesses those records from another data base,

conversion will be smoother and more error-free than if each record
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must be keyed n. When records must be entered by keyboarding, the
~format should be short and simple enough to be entered by non-librarians.

'w (Bucknel,.for example, used college students; other libraries have used

~temporary CETA employees successfully.) It has also been recommended

that data be entered directly from the item itself or that the shelf

list be checked against the item in hand.

12 Design Factors

In addition to the usual control functions, the automated circula-

tion module of the Integrated Library System (ILS) is designed to provide

reference services and management information about the composition and

use of the collection. Because of the reference function, a biblio-

graphic record will carry additional information about publication,

language, and subject. The content of a bibliographic record is shown

in Table I, Cataloging Elements. The inclusion of subject headings makes

it difficult for non-librarians to create bibliographic records since

assigning subjects requires cataloging background; however, library

technicians or other clerical personnel should be able to capture cata-

loging information from other data bases (OCLC, BNA, Ballots, etc.) and

t,) create activity records for specific items when the bibliographic

record exists in the data base.

Most automated systems do not provide for the circulation of

periodicals. This design will accommodate both individjal issues and

bound volumes; furthermore, it will yield Information on both the use

of the title (Time Magazine) and the use of a specific issue (July 3,

1978 issue of Time). In designing the bibliographic record for the

2
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:4-:.e, --he requirements of a serials control module were examined. A

full scale serimls control system which would predict arrival dates,

and generate claims notices is beyond the scope of this project.

However, the bibliographic record includes the necessary information

to serve as a serial master record and the process of assigning bar

code labels has been incorporated into a serial check-in system.

The inclusion of serials check-in has made conversion of bibliu-

graphic records for periodical titles a high priority projec .t. It

has influenced the structure of the bar code for serials and

necessitated different procedures from those designed for handling

monographs. Therefore, serials record entry and labeling procedur

will be discussed separately throughout this plan.

A third design feature is the inclusion of a bar code printer.

The presence of this printer means that labels can be produced in-

house rather than be suppli.ed by a ve odor. The availability of the

printer makes it possible to code information about the patron or the

item into a bar-coded ID number. This ID number will be generated

by a computer program that will analyze specific elements in a record

and assign the appropriate code. Although there are definite benefits

to having the ID carry information, it means that such a number can

not be generated for either an item or a patron until a record has

* been created. Consequently the emphasis for conversion has been

placed on the creation of bibliographic records, particularly for

those monographs that are currently circulating, prior to the system

start up.

- 4
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1,3 Characteristics of the Army Library

The Amy Library serves both military and civilian employeez at

the Pentagon. It provides interlibrary loan service to Army,

-- Federal, contractor, and other libraries. The collection consists

of over 280,000 books, I million documents, and 2000 periodical

titles. The library has an excellent law collection which includes

state laws and an extensive collection of committee hearings, as

well as works on Federal and military law.

The general collection is classified according to Library of

Congress with the exception of the law section which uses its own

classification scheme. Military documents are handled by a separate

section of the library and will not be included in this automation

effort.

Circulation is estimated at 400 items per day; circulation of

periodicals accounts for 50% of thia.figure. Materials in history,

social and political science, science and technology, and mii:jry

and naval science are used most frequently. lhese patterns of usage

have been taken into consideration by the conversion plan, particularly

in the schedule for Phase 1.

1.4 Phases of Converlion

In the best of all possible worlds the bibliographic and activity

records for all the items in the library would be created prior to

implementing the system, Every item would be accurately labeled and

every patron would have an ID card. However, the nature of funding

-%
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-cr :he Army Library requires that the system be runn~ing before any

p & Aii4onal funds for conversion are committed. The conversion plan

a! ows :r this by identifying critical areas for the 4ii: al stages

-- of preparation (Phase 1), developing procedures for the Phase 2 day-

p to-day operations, and suggesting an approach to Phase 3 - retrospective

L.

conversion. It should be noted that both Phase 2 and retrospective

conversion are long-term activities and may take place concurrently.

Each phase of the conversion process is addressed in following

chapters. Although training is a part of each phase of conversion,

it will be discussed separately.

6
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2.0 PHASE ONE - INITIAL PREP&A-ATION

Phase One conversion for the Integrated Library System (ILS)

involves the following activities:

9 work station identification;

* site preparation;

*data base creation; and

" labeling.

This chapter will discuss each of these activities. Although

the preparation of manuals and training methods will take place

during this phase, it will be considered separately in Chapter 5.

2.1 Workstation Identification and Terminal Assignment

In addition to the circulation desk, there are several other

sections of the library that will either be creating records or ac-

cessing the bibliographic records for their patrons. The task of work-

station identification involves 1) termining the areas of the librar.

that would be interacting with the system and the specific functions

that would be performed there; and 2) on the basis of those functions

assigning terminals to a specific location within that area.

2.1.1 Workstations

Table II, Workstations and Their Functions, summarizes the work-

stations which have been identified. They are: circulation, reference,

* law reference, periodicals and cataloging. In addition, there is the

computer center itself.

7
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TABlLE II

WORKX STATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

WORK STATION FUNCTIONS

Circulation Circulation Functions
Patron Record Entry
Search

Reference Searching
Input Daily Reference Activity

Periodicals Record Entry - Serials
Check-In

Law Searching

Computer Room System Control
Report Generation*

Cataloging Search Data Base for Existing
Records

Verification/Edit
Record Entry of Circulating

Itesi

*Optional

8
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One of the functions performed is searching the data base, which

may be done by any work station. The reference sections can use this

capability to find title or author information or to locate material

on a specific subject. Circulation may need to check and change the

status of an item. The cataloging section searches to see if a

bibliographic record exists before creating a new one.

Record creation is primarily the function of cataloging. They

will be creating the bibliographic records for titles not catalogued

through OCLC (Ohio College Library Center). When a bibliographic

record for a title is present in the data base, additional information

must be entered to create an activity records for each copy. The

circulation section will be responsible for creating patron records.

In addition, the periodicals section will be building the serials

file.

Editing is a major task for the-cataloging section. Cataloging

must vertf', rcoras captured from OCLC and modifying them as needed.

Changes of address, telephone numbers, and other such items must be

added to patron records. The periodicals section will update holdings

records.

Two other funcrions require explanation. In order to collect in-

Sormt1a,,n for the monthly statistics, the reference librarians will

enter a 4A .7 tally of their activities on a special input screen.

.h- .nfr'ation tl. be cumulated daily, weekly, and monthly. There

Is on:77se- 1.in:. nc~tcn. Depending on their skills and

-asu14n, asks, ,ce. librar-- workers may not be permitted to create
@%,

4i



or edi: records. Control of passwords and access to files and to

programs will be maintained by a terminal designated for system con-

trol.

Report generation may be included as a feature of the system.

The capability of determining what data will appear in a report, and

in what format, should be restricted to the library director or

system monitor. The computer room is to be considered the work station

for the library administration.

2.1.2 Terminal Assignments

Two types of terminals will be used by the Army Library - one

Hewlect-?ackard and six teletype terminals which were made available

to the Army Library. The capabilities of the terminals are different.

Of the two, only the Hewlett-Packard is capable of block data entry

and allows easy editing. Since several sections of the library must

enter data or edit, the following-z1"iernatives were considered:

e locate the H-P terminal so that it could be
used by all the staff;

p

* adapt one of the teletype terminals to improve
entry capabilities; or

* purchase at least one additional Hewlett-
Packard terminal.

2.1.2.1 Locating the H-P Terminal. Three candidate locations

for the H-P terminal were explored: cataloging, periodicals, and the

computer room. The possibility of a neutral location was also

examined. The advantages and disadvantages of each location is

discussed below.

A0
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2.1.2.1.1 Computer Room. There would be several advantages to
locating the Hewlett-Packard terminal in the computer room. First,

* it is out of the main traffic in the library. The room is well

lighted, air conditioned and uncrowded. It is equally inconvenient

f or everyone.

The disadvantages, however, are considerable. The cataloging

staff requires access to both a terminal and their shelf list for the

creation of records. The shelf list is contained in a wooden cabinet

in the Cataloging Department on the other side of the library. (See

Figure 1). The Periodicals Section requires a three hour block for

check-in of periodicals. The cart of periodicals received that day

must be sorted, loaded on a cart, records created, items labeled and

then returned to Periodicals. -The Reference librarians and staff

creating patron records would be inconvenienced, but the location

would not be impossible for them. The greatest disadvantage is that

between 10-15 people would be using a room to which minimum~ access

should be given.

2.1.2.1.2 Catalosing Section. The cataloging section is a

logical location for a Hewlett-Packard terminal since most of the

record creation and editing takes place in this area. It is incon-

venient for periodicals check-in, as discussed above. Furthermore,

the section would need to be rearranged to create a work space not

located in the traffic pattern.
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2.1.2.1.3 Periodicals Section. This actually is a private

office for the Director of Readers' Services. It is a room whose

- dimensions are 18 x 22 feet. Approximately one-fourth of the space

is used for the serials check-in and control. There is a separate

door leading to the reference section. It is a good location for

everyone except the cataloging staff. However, as a private office

it would not be accessible at a!' times.

2.1.2.1.4 A Neutral Location. It might be possible to create a

"1neutral" space devoted solely to data entry. The library is

scheduled to be remodeled. Neither the extent of this remodeling nor

the timing is known. If periodicals and cataloging were adjacent

they might be abl.e to share cne terminal. Such an arrangement, how-

ever, does not follow usual library practices. Furthermore, a major

renovation could not be m~ade before the system is to be implemented.

.. 2 Adapting the Taeet-roe 'fiminal. Additional entry and

*editing capability could be provided by modifying one of the teletype

terminals. The modifications would take several weeks and would

V4 require additional software.

2.1.2.3 Purchase of an Additional H-P Terminal. The list price

of a R-P terminal is $4,726.29. The actual price for the terminal

.4 already purchased was $3,789.01.

Because the data entry capabilities are required by all sections

* of the library and because no one location could support all the staff'

'.13



of work -ha: needs to be done, ': -as been recommended that an addi-

N tional H-P terminal be purchased.

On the assumption that an additional Hewlett-Packard terminal

vill be purchased or leased for the Army Library, the following

* terminal assignments have been made:

& 2 teletype terminals at the Circulation desk,

* 1 teletype terminal in the computer room,

* 1 teletype terminal in reference,

e 1 teletypo- terminal in law reference;

* 1 Hewlett-Packard in cataloging: and

e 1 Hewlett-Packard in periodical.s.

--he te'Le:%--e terminal in the computer room mnay recuire some "rodifrica-

tion in order to function as the system control monitor. "'he floor

plan of the Army Library showing the workstation and the terminals

assigned to each is shown in Figure

2.1.3 Location of Terminals

Figures 2 through 7 show the proposed location of each terminal

within each workstation.

2 .1.4 Location of the Bar Code Printer

it was also necessary, to determine a location for the bar code

printer. Labeling of patron cards and circulating books will be done

by the circulation staff. Beginning with the new year the periodicals

check-in person will label individual issues. The machine is fairly

small, but somewhat noisy. For that reason it has been located in

14
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the computer room which has acoustical tile and carpeting. Labels

will be produced in batches, torn off and placed in boxes next to the

door marked "Circulation," "Patrons," or "Periodicals."

2.1.5 Location of the Centronics Printer

The Army Library possesses a Centronics printer which will be

located in the circulation area to print receipts, reserve notices,

and, depending on the volume, overdue notices. (The bulk of the

reports will continue to be produced by the line printer in the

computer room). A similar machine is currently used in the reference

section and is somewhat noisy. Covers are being ordered for both

machines to deaden the noise.

2.2 Site Prenaration

Each of the identified workstations will require some site pre-

paration. In the case of law reference and reference, it is simply7

a matter of finding a surface for t5e terninal'. The computer room,

however, requires special flooring and upgraded air-conditioning.

Furniture must be rearranged in the periodicals room and at the cir-

culation desk. Each of the major sites is discussed below.

2.2.1 The Comouter Room

Room 1A523, currently being used as a storeroom and lounge area,

will be redesigned to accommodate a minicomputer and peripheral equip-

ment. The site plans were drafted by the NLM project director and

have been submitted. The modifications to this room include the

installation of the following:

2_J
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* a rigid grid floor nine inches above the present
level with anti-sta:ic carveted floor panels;

* a sprinkler system with 3rinnell Aquamatic
3prinkler heads;

* an air conditioning unit to dissipate a head load
of 20,000 BTUs;

* dedicated electrical circuits (230 V at 50 amps
with the circuit split into two 115 V busses in-
ternal to the computer cabinet and two 208 3-phase
breakers at 20 amps each.);

• acoustical tiles on the ceiling; and

. a smoke detection system.

-z is estimated that site modifications could be completed within one

work week.

2.".2 Circulation Desk

There will be one desk removed from the circulation desk area.

The Centronics printer will be located in its place. At a later time

the library may replace parts of the modular desk with sections that

will better accommodate the terminals.

2.2.3 Periodicals Room

Two large desks will be removed from this room. One will be

replaced by a smaller desk and the other with a terminal placed on

a small table. The movable Cardex file will remain until the first

of the year when it will no longer be needed.

2.2.4 Cataloging Section

One typewriter currently linked to the OCLC terminal, which is

used to produce spine labels, will be reassigned. Other modifications

to the present arrangement are minor.

22
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2.3 Creatina the Data Base

Phase One of conversion concentrates on processing the Army

Library's archival tapes from OCLC and its serials tape to produce

bibliographic records, and on registering patrons. A third type of

record - the item activity record - should be created when the

bar-coded label can be attached to a circulation item.

2.3.1 Creating Patron Records and Cards

*Before the Army Library can create patron records it is necessar'r

to identify the information to be collected in compliance with the

Privacy Act provisions. Information contained in patron records will

be collected and maintained in compliance with Privacy Act provisions.

Registration and procedures for creating patron records are discussed

further below.

2.3.1.1 Registration. There are two types of patrons who w4l-

" .be registered during this phase - Pentagon employees and libraries

that participate in interlibrary loan. The Army Library plans to

send out a letter to libraries that participate in interlibrary loan

that will include the registration form shown in Figure 8. The im-

portant data are contract numbers (for contractor libraries), expira-

tion dates, and the contact person for interlibrary loan.

Registration of Pentagon personnel will be part of a general

publicity campaign about the new circulation system. A brochure has

been designed to explain the advantage of the new system. Registration

will commence soon after these are distributed. A sample registraticn

form is shown in Figure 9.
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INSTITUTION REGISTRATION
(PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT)

INSTITUTION NAME___

ADDRESS -

TELEPHONE (INCL AREA CODE) AUTOVON

POINT OF CONTACT (UP TO THREE NAMES)

CONTRACTOR (CHECK) Q

CONTRACT NO.________ _____ EX..PIRATION DATE

DATE -SIGNATURE

FIGURE 8
REGISTRATION FORM FOR LIBRARIES
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2.3.1.2 Patron Records. The information on patrons will have

to be -manually entered using the Hewlett-Packard terninal. For ease

- . c: entry, an input screen patterned on the registration form should.

be devised. Circulation desk personnel and administrative personnel

will be used to enter these records. Figure 10 is a flow chart

showing the steps in the creation of the patron's card. Each of the

steps is broken down further in Figures 11 through 13.

In the Verification process the work file which holds the records

until they can be processed for labels will be called Up. The

reviewer should have the option of getting either a printout or of

viewing the file on the screen. The record will be checked for

completeness and for obvious misspellings. These are to be edited

and the file submitted for label processing.

2.3.2 Bibliographic Records

Bibliographic records contain cataloging information about a

title, but not a specific itern. For example, although a classifica-

tion number may be given to a title by the Library of Congress, the

call number (which is a combination of the LC number, a unique Cutter

number, and volume or copy number) is unique to the item. There are

three ways in which a bibliographic record can be created:

* processing of OCLC tapes;

* processing of the Army serial tape; or

e keying in the information.
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(MA&NUAL)

FIGURE 10
FLOWCHART SHOWING PROCESS OF CREATING PATRON CARDS
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FLOWCHART OF LABEL PROCESSING FOR PATRON CARDS
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2.3.2.1 Processing the OCLC Tapes. Approximately 10,000 titles

in the Army Library have been catalcgued through OCLC and are available

in machine-readable form on the library's archival tapes. There are

4 Iseven tapes each with a varying number of records. The Lister Hill

Center has developed the processing algorithms. This conversion
.-

* .plan, therefore, is concerned only with the procedures (Figure 14).

Archival tapes from OCLC contain various types of records. The

most co=on is catalogued monographs; however, changes to previous

records or deletions from holdings may also be on the tape. Correc-

tions include spelling or typing errors, which can be important if

in a title or author's name, and incorrect subject headings. These

incorrect headings reflect changes in LC subject headings that have

.44 been made subsequent to the record's creation. For example, LC once

used :he subject heading ",egroes" and now uses "Afro-Americans" in

tis place. To process a tape it i rifecessary to first identify the

tcrme of record to be captured (i.e., monographs). The second steD is

to select the appropriate tags for the fields and subfields that are

desired for the bibliographic record. These tags are the same as

those used by the cataloguers when entering MARC records and may be

selected from a menu. (See Table I.)

The processed tape will result in two work files: one for the

bibliographic records and one for subject headings. Both will need

to be verified. The subject headings will be checked against the

authority file and LC subject headings list and supplements

31
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LOAD
TAPE

ENTER
RECORD
CRITERIA

ENTER
TAG
SELECTIONS

PROCESS
TAPE

NE. -
SUBJECTS WORK

HEADINGS FILE

4'.:. VERIFY

I ENTE INTOZ
-ENTER INTO ]ENTER INTOSUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIC

AUTHORITYFI.FILE..... FILE

FIGURE 14
FLOWCHART OF OCLC TAPE PROCESSING
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now maintained manually. If any out-of-date headings occur, they

will be changed. After the file has been checked and edited, the

subjects can be added to the computer authority file. As subsequent

tapes are run, only subject heading that have not appeared will be

extracted from the records to be checked. Verification of the

bibliographic records involves modifications of subject headings (if

necessary) and a check for completeness and spelling errors. A, er

checking, a record is entered into the main bibliographic file.

2.3.2.2 The Ar=v Library Serials Tape. Although some serials

A. like Jane's w'eapons of the world are catalogued through OCLC,

periodicals are not well represented. The Army Library will create

its bibliographic record from a tape of serial holdings. Table ii:

,:o-noares the data elements on the serials tape with the elements

needed for the nain record. The !SSN (International S-andard Serials

-umner) is the on!': imoortant elemen't missing frcm the tape.

As discussed in Section 1.2, the tibliographic record will also

serve serials master record for a serials control module. Table 7.'

compares the elements on the serials tape with the recommended ele-

ments for a serials master record. The Army Library will use its

computer center to add ISSNs and Codens wherever they have been

assigned. A program fc'r processing the tape will be written by NLM;

and, if accuisition of the Army Library's computer is delayed, the

tape may be processed on the NXLM computer to create bibliographic

records for periodical titles.
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COMP2ARISON OF DATA ENTS TN ITEE BBLIOGRAPHIC

RECORD AND TN THE ARMY S:FI:AL 1A"

BIBLIOGRAPHIC SERIAL
ELDINT j RE CORDl TjAPE

LC Cardl X

iSSN X

Local Call Number X

Author N/A

Title X X

Date of Publication X(start date)

Serial. Statement

Subject Heading X x

-mD \uo-ber X

Cross References X

Frequency of Publication X

.rIexing x

Holdings Statement X
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2.3.2.3 S.reen Entry. Figure 15 shows.an entry screen for

bibliographic records. Information must be entered from the shelf

-is: card because it will contain the subject heading. It is to be

used only for items that have been catalogued, or for which OCLC

cataloging is not necessary.

In Phase 2 conversion this method might be used to create

records for catalogued books returned to the circulation desk whose

records are not in OCLC.

2.3.3 Activity Records

Activity records are linked to the bibliographic or title record

and identify a specific copy or volume. To create an activity record

there should be a existing bibliographic record and :he item shoulc

be :n hand. The operator using a screen format will key in the call

number, the volume or part, the type of record (monograph, reference,

etc), whether it is a circulating copy, language, etc. Figure 16

illustrates the process of creating an activity record.

After activity records have been created, the work file may be

checked and label processing begun. Because the bar code labels will

be printed in the order in which activity records are used, items

should be kept in the order in which their records were created.

Where several volumes or copies of the same title exist, it

will be possible to save the first set of infor-nation and to create

additional activity records by editing the call number, volume number,

or part.
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BE ENT-RED

KEY 0 ANY OF
THE FOLLOWING
o ISBN
o TITLE
o ALHOR

ENTRY NO SET ASIDE

k SCAN THE
BIBLIOGRAPHIC
RECORD

SYES

AR E P. O TACTIVITYR
SCREEN

1ENTER

V DATA SV

< *ADION YESENTER # IF[ CHANGEFIA
SCOPY OR OF COPIES COPY OR CP

UE./ ORVOLUME VOLUME # <

0N No ES

RECOERD IN

FIGURE 16
FLOWCHART OF THE PROCESS OF CREATING AN ACTIVITY RECORD
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2.4 Labeling

To produce a label the record (patron or activity) will be

scanned, and a number comprised of coded and uncoded characters will

be transmitted to the bar code printer for printing. At the same

time, the item number is added to the record that has been scanned.

Three types of items require labels - patron cards, monographs, and

periodicals.

2.4.1 Patron Cards - Production and Distribution

Card stock for the patron cards has been ordered by the Army

Library. Once patron labels have been produced, each can be affixed

to the card stock. The label will carry the patron's name. Verifi-

cation can be accomplished by running a light pen across the bar code

and calling up the patron record.

~r. Cards for libraries and certain VIP patrons wtll not be sent

out, but rather kept at the desk. -Reular p~atron cards may either

be kept at the circulation desk until the patron claims it or sent

out by library courier.

2.4.2 Periodicals

The label for periodicals will include a code number for the

title. Bound volumes and individual issues will be treated the sane.

Bar-coding and individual issue and serial check-in will begin in

January. Bound volumes may be labeled after they circulate just as

monographs would be.
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:.-.3 Monozraphs

Depending on whether a monograph is a new acquisition or an a!-

ready circulating copy, it will require two or three labels. Generally,

all the item activity records in a work file will be of the same type.

It should be possible to indicate the number of labels required when

the work file is submitted for label processing.

After the labels have been produced, they must be placed on the

correct item. The call number will be printed on the labels and can

be matched against the call number on the book. The first label will

be placed on the inside back cover and the second on the outside back

cover. If it is a new acquisition :hat requires a spine label, the

third label will be trimmed and placed either on the soine or on the

"ront of the book in the lower left-hand corner. The Army Library is

currently using a system that requires trimming the spine label. When

labeling is completed, the bar co4e--hould be scanned to check-in the

item; it will then be placed on the book cart for shelving.

2.5 Recommendations for Phase 1 Conversion

Phase 1 for the zonversion has three time periods: Before the

computer and H-P terminal arrives, after the H-P terminal is available,

and after the label printer arrives. The Hewlett-Packard terminal

has been purchased, but is not installed in the Army Library. There

*- *-will be at least a month's delay before a bar code printer can be

leased and installed. This is reflected in the schedule of activities

below:
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2.5.1 Schedule of Activities

Before the terminal arrives the Army Library can and should do

the following:

* Upgrade the serials tape to include ISSNs and Codens

* Continue to catalog circulating uncatalogued materials (such
as Rand reports) through OCLC;

* Use the NM computer to print out the subject headings on the
archival tapes; check these headings against the authority
file, and edit obsolete or incorrect headings;

* Use the NLM computer to process the archival tapes to create
bibliographic records for monographs and the Army serials
tape to create the bibliographic records foc periodical
titles;

* Distribute brochures on the new library system and collect
patron registration forms.

After the Hewlett-Packard terminal is installed and the entry

screens have been developed the Army Library should begin the fol-

lowing activities:

* Enter patron data - these are the longest records and wil!
require more time to enter the data; and

* Create bibliographic records for
- sections of the library with heavy use (U, V),
- items being checked in at circulation,
- the multi-volume titles in law and in the general collec-

tion.

Creation of activity records would require that items be removed

from the shelf and stored on book carts until labels can be processed.

(The alternative would involve reshelving the item after the activity

record was created and then retrieving it when the label was printed.

n he meantime tne item could be checked out or otherwise be
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-navaiiable at the time the label was printed.) Since there may be a

delay in securing the bar code printer it was recommended that activity

records not be created until the printer arrives. The exception to

this would be activity records for multi-volume sets, particularly

the law items which will require extensive editing to include volumes,

parts, and supplements. Since these items are used primarily within

the library, they could be reshelved after the records were created,

and easily retrieved when labels became available.

After the bar code label printer arrives the work files of activit-

records that have bean stored should be processed to produce labels.

Similarly, the patron work file can be processed, labels attached to

the card stock, and the cards either filed or distributed. The staf

should then shift from adding bibliographic records to creating

activity records and labeling items.

2.5.2 Support from Lister Hill

The Army Library expects support from LHC for the following:

* Use of the NLM computer to process archival tapes and the
serials tape;

* Development of screen formats for the entry of patron, biblio-
graphic and activity records;

* Support for the creation of a subject authority file.
Specifically the software must provide that each subject
heading entered, whether by screen or from.archival tape, be
subjected to review; and

* Support for the creation of a serials check-in module with a
screen for data entry.
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After the printer is installed and as weekly OCLC tapes

* -are processed and items are labeled, the conversion will move into

its second phase of day-to-day operations.

A 3
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3.0 PHASE TWO: CONVERSION DURING DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS

Conversion during day-to-day operations involves two separate

K :ypes of activities. First, new items will be acquired by the library

and sent to technical services for processing. Similarly, at the

beginning of the year, individual issues of periodicals will be

checked in by the computer and labeled before being placed on the

shelves. At the same time, unlabeled books and periodicals will be

brought to the circulation desk by patrons who wish to check them

out. There will also be patrons who have not registered and conse-

quently do not have a patron card. This part of the conversion plan

outlines the procedures to be followed to create records and bar code

labels for items coming into the library, to permit circulation of

unlabeled items, and to grant borrowing privileges to unregistered

patrons.

3.1 Producing Records and Labels-f6rNewAdquisitions

The new circulation system will result in some modification of

present cataloging procedures. At present the OCLC data base is

checked first to see if any Army Library record exists. If it does,

the shelf list is checked to determine the copy number, the OCLC

record is edited to reflect the call number, and the typewriter

attached to the terminal prints a spine label. Since the bar code

printer will be producing spine labels, the OCLC data base need not

be accessed for added copies. Therefore, for all items, the first

steps will be to query the bibliographic data base using either the

.4 44
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ISBN or the title. If the new item is an added copy of a title

already in the data base, a new activity record can be created and

the item set on the cart marked "labels."

If the item is not in the data base, it may either be a new

title or an item the library catalogued prior to 1974. At this

point, the cataloging department has two options - it can either

re-catalog the item through OCLC (or capture a cataloging record),

or it can create a bibliographic record and activity record from the

catalog card. There is no cost for entering a catalog record into

OCLC, but it is time-consuming. Capturing a record already in OCLC

costs $.001 - .039 per record*, and the record may need to be edited.

Original cataloging or extensive editing may ta'e up to ten minutes

per title. And, the items would have to be set aside until the

archival tape arrives.

- If the library decides it does not want to re-catalog i-ems, the

second step would be to check the card catalog to get the call

number; using the call number, the shelf list card would be updated

to add a copy (which is the usual procedure); the bibliographic and

activity records would be created from the shelf list card. (The

shelf list would be needed for subject headings and added entries).

Figure 17 shows the procedure for new arrivals.

-his is the 1979 Fedlink charge per record based on the number
of records, it does not include the cost of the tape or terminal
Ise. These are regarded as fixed costs outside of conversion.
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At the end of the day's processing there would be two catego-ies

of items - those catalogued through OCLC which must be set aside

until the archival tape arrives (usually the following week) and

those for which bibliographic and activity recoras have been created.

The latter items would have been placed on the "labels" cart and

returned to the circulation department for labeling.

When the archival tape arrives each week it will be processed,

the subject headings checked, and the bibliographic records verified.

After the new records have been entered into the data base, the

librarian/technician can take the items that had been set aside and

create activity records. Then the activity records will be processed

for labels and the items sent to the circulation desk for labeling.

The circulation staff will place the labels as usual and trim a third

label, which will be placed either on the spine or the front cover of

the book in the lower left hand corner. The procedure for archiv7al

tapes is shown in Figure 18.

3.2 Serials Check-in

Each day newspapers, periodicals, and journals arrive in the

library's mail and are routed to the periodicals section to be checked-

in. Beginning in January the Army Library will check-in periodicals

on the computer and produce bar-coded labels for individual issues as

they come into the library. Figure 19 describes this check-in process.

It is imoortant to remember that the circulation module does not

encompass a full serials module. The serials check-in, as currentiv
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designed, functions as follows: For each periodical title there is a

bibliographic record created from the library's serials tape. The

check-in procedure accesses this bibliographic record to create an

activity record for the issue, a bar-coded label and; if required, an

entry to the exception file; the h&3?ing statement on the biblio-

graphic record would also be updated. Each of these steps is

described in further detail below.

Access to the bibliographic record may be by ISSN, Coden, full

title or abbreviated title. When the record is called up, it will

display the volume, issue and copy number of the next expected item.

If the item in hand matches the listing on the screen, the enter key

should be pressed, this will create an activity record and enter the

11) number f or bar code label processing. If the item on hand and the

screen listing do not match, the Operator must type "no," and enter

the prompted description - volume _rim6ier, issue/date, and ccoy

number.

1.f the volume number of the item entered precedes that listed

on the screen it will be understood that this is an earlier issue;

however, if it is a later issue, the information on the screen will

be transferred to an "exception file." This exception file will be

checked to claim missing issues.

The bar-coded number on the label will be comprised of two

number sequences -the first will be a coded ID assigned to the

periodical title, the second sequence will be a sequential number

5:1



assigned to that title. When l.oose issues are sent to the bindery

or disposed :'their bar code labels will be scanned to clear the

register. The number can then be reused. The label, itself, will be

printed with either the Coden or an abbreviated title.

3.3 Circulation Without Bar Code Labels

Whenever a system is not fully converted, the problem of handling

non-labeled material rears its head. Patrons who have not registered

and books without bar coded labels can sabotage an automated system.

There have been several alternatives used to handle this problem:

a. Deny circulation - no patron can check out books and no

item can circulate;

b. Znter a record on the spot and create a permanent label; or

c. Use a temporary ID label for non bar-coded items.

None of these is entirely satisfactory. Denial of service is not

good politically, particularly for the Army Library. Since label

generation in the system requires a full record (patron or item) and

a separate program, it would create considerable delay at the circu-

lation desk if a permanent label had to be generated. Temporary IDs

have been used for check-out, but not without creating problems. Most

libraries have used duplicate labels - placing one on the book and the

other on the book card. Since it was difficult to identify an over-

due item just by its number, this necessitated running a manual sys-

tem of book cards alongside the automated system. There was also the

danger that the book label wouldn't match the book card label. For
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this reason, it was decided that labels would not be used at all; in-

stead a free text massage that would contain either the call number,

title, or other descriptive information would be used. The following

sections describe procedures for handling unregistered patrons and

unlabeled item.

3.3.1 Unregistered Patrons

Whenever a patron comes to the circulation desk without a card,

th'k patron file should be checked to see if he is registered. If the

patron has been registered, the desk attendant can key in the name,

locate the record, and continue the check-out process. If the patron

has not registered, he should be given a registration form. While

the patron fills out the form, the desk worker can enter an abbre-

viated record consisting of the patron's name and work address. The

item bar code labels would then be scanned and the transaction would

be complete. The registration form-woil.d then be checked for connleze-

ness and le-ibility and batched with any other completed forms for

record entryi.

Later, when the patron record is called up, the partial record

will be completed, and the item ID's transferred to the permanent

record.

3.3.2 Check-Out of Unlabeled Items

In the typical check-out, first the patron's ID would be scanned

and then the label for each of the items he wishes to check-out.

During this phase of conversion a patron may select both labeled and
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unl.abeled items. The first step at check-out is to separate the un-

labeled items. The attendant would then scan the patron 1D and the

i.tem ID's as usual; when this part of the transaction has been comn-

pleted, he would indicate that he wished to enter a free text

message. He would then key the call number of a book or the title,

issue number (or date), and copy number for a periodical. To

facilitate entry of several unlabeled items there should be prompt-

ing for further entries. Pressing the "enter" key will complete

the transaction and return the terminal to the check-out mode. Nei-

ther a bibliographic nor an activity record will be created until

the item is returned by the borrower. Figure 20 illustrates the

check-out process.

3.3.3 Checking in Unlabeled Items

Books and other items are returned to the Army Library through

a book drop from the outside corrllaor'into a bin or truck next to

the circulation area. The circulation desk itself has two built-in

book drops. A few books are left on the circulation desk and others

that have been sent out on interlibrary loan are returned by mail

or by messenger.

Figure 21 shows the procedure for checking in items during

Phase 2 of the conversion and Figure 22, the procedure after conver-

sion is complete. The procedure is complicated by the fact that

issues of periodicals prior to January will not be labeled and that

some overdue items will. be returned that were checked out through the

manual system.
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nen the book bins are emptied, the first task is to separate

labeled items from unlabeled ones without reference to the type of

material. Items with bar code labels can be scanned to check them

in. If a reserve has been placed on a book the terminal will indi-

cate that fact and direct the printing of a reserve notice. The

item would then be placed on a shelf marked "Reserves" as is done

under the current system. The printed reserve notice could be nailed

out or placed in the book as a reminder to call the patron. Items

without reserves would be placed on the truck for reshelving.

For those items without bar-coded labels, the process is more

complex. The manual card file and the data base are checked. Which

" should be checked first depends on how long the system has been

operating. For the first month the card file probably should be

checked first. To locate an item, either the call number or the

title information must be entered' when the record is located, the

status can be changed and the item placed on a cart marked "labels"

and brought to the cataloging section.

Figure 21 traces the flow of unlabeled items brought from

circulation. If a bibliographic record for a title exists, an

activity record will be created and entered into a work file for

label processing. The item itself will be replaced on the "label"

cart. If no bibliographic record exists the item may be set aside

for cataloging through OCLC or the technician may call up the entry

screen for a bibliographic record. Once the bibliographic record has
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been entered an activity record can be created. Items placed on the

"label" cart will be returned to the circulation desk and those

catalogued through OCLC set aside until the arrival of the weekly

tape. The labeling of items by the circulation department will

follow the usual procedures.

3.4 Recommendations

The principal concerns auring this phase of conversion are the

possible backlog of items in cataloging and the accuracy of record

entry and label assignment. Accuracy can be improved in several

ways; one of these is by building a system with prompts and menu

selection. The following are some areas where this type of help may

be needed:

" Check-out - a help button pressed here might ask "Is there a

patron without an ID?" In the middle of a transaction a
,"help" might ask if an unlabeled item is to be checked-out.

If the answer is "yes", the terminal should prompt for call
number or title. 'hen that' as been entered it can prompt
for additional items.

" Check-in - There are two problems - locating free text
entries and flagging reserves. A reserve flag could generate
an imediate notice on the Centronics printer that could be

slipped with the book.

" Serials check-in may require a menu for the selection of a
journal title (there are no standard abbreviations for all
titles and key strokes should be minimized) and prompting
for the item information.

* Serial titles and multiple copies - As mentioned in Chapter
2, entry of repetitive information should be avoided. A
prompt might ask the number of copies for which activity
records were being created.
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W Then a work file is submitted for label processing there
must be a prompt as to the number of labels per item to
"orint. (1 for patrons, and serials or 3 for all monographs)

* it would also be useful to have information on when a work
file would be processed so labels could be pizked up and
not left to accumulate.

The Army Library tou can help maintain accuracy. Training is

very i=Dortant, but there are other things as well.

a Be certain there are enough book carts plainly marked and
assigned to specific places.

- Rotate assignments. No one should spend all day with labels
or more tha two hours at the terminal.

9 Keep work files to a manageable size, perhaps no more than
r!_25 items at a time.

0 save the staff plan their schedules for record entry and
labeling and be prepared to change it. As the people become
aczustomed to the system, a pattern will set in: Tapes wil
arrive on Tuesday, for example, and all day Wednesday will.
be spent creating activity records for items on that tape.
Serials may be checked in early in the morning and labeled
in late afternoon to maintaJA-the current one day turnaround.

- Be flexible - if a procedure isn't working, develop a new one.
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4.0 PHASE THREE - RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSI%'I

During Phase 1 and 2, bibliographic records will have been

created for periodical titles, for monographs catalogued after 1974,

for all new acquisitions, and for items that had previously circulated.

Activity records will have been created for all circulating items.

If the bibliographic file is to be useful for reference, it must

be complete. Further, if management statistics on the composition of

the collection, its distribution, and patterns of use are to be mean-

ingful, non-circulating items must be included. Finally, if the

library intends to develop the circulation system into an inventory

system. all items must have a record and barcode label. The task of

labeling those non-circulating items is the retrospective conversion.

4.1 Materials to be Converted

Essentially there will be four classes of material not included

in the data base or for which activity records have not been creaced:

* uncatalogued documents,

* bound periodicals,

e older non-circulating monographs, and

* reference books.

4.1.1 Uncatalogued Documents

UncataLogued items present the greatest problem. Some are un-

catalogued because vital information is lacking. Few reports are

likely to be in the OCLC or any other data base; not many libraries

collect or catalog the "Report of the Secretary of the Army or,

6L



;or will :zchnical reports be catalogued in OCLC. This is no- a task

that can be done by technicians; it requires a professional cataloger.

4.1. 2 Bound Periodicals

Once the bibliographic record for the title is created, the crea-

tion of serial activity records is very simple. The conversion of

bound periodicals might be started during Phase I if there is time.

4.1.3 Older Monographs

Monograph records can be captured through OCLC or created from

inf crmation the card catalog/shelf list. -here are two ways to

convert. One way would be to take a shelf at a time, remove all items

withcut :abels, and process them. An alternative would be to use the

she': List. 7he choice would depend on the accuracy of the shef list

* anJ the percentage of items in that category that have already been

labeled. For example, if nothing in the Zs has been labeled, it might

be easier to use the shelf list. M'the othe'r hand, if only a few

items per shelf have not been labeled, it is easier to retrieve them

:or processing.

4.1.4 Reference Books

Records for reference books may be necessary because they circu-

late outside the library for overnight use and because the library

would like statistics on their in-house use. Most of these items are

- - catalogued and, except for volume, they do not present a problem.
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4.2 Alternatives to Original Cataloging

The staff at the Army Library estimated about twenty minutes

would be needed to do original cataloging through OCLC. Assuming the

Army Library follows the usual pattern, 25% of its collection will

account for 90% of the circulation. The end of the first year may

find thousands of items without any kind of record.

If the library feels the task of retrospective cataloging is too

great to be done in-house, there are several options.

* the records could be captured through OCLC;

* the shelf list could be photo copied and sent to a company
that specializes in loading data bases; and

*the services of one of the library data bases (like BNA)
could be used.

If the title has been catalogued by OCLC, this is probably the

cheapest method. The charge to the Army Library would be $.025 ffor

each title search and between $.001 a~id" $039 f6r each record copied.*

The disadvantage is that library personnel would have to search, edit,

and process the records.

The second alternative of using a company s-tecializing in data

entry is fairly expensive; $1.65 per title is the figure cited in

library literature. There is also a greater probability of error

since non-librarians would be entering the data and shelf lists are

frequently inaccurate.

FEDLINK charges exclusive of tape.
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:he :hird alternative would be to use the services of a company

like Blackwell North-American (BNA) which did the conversion for the

acoma Public Library. At this time other companies uith large data

bases have not entered the conversion market (Baker and Taylor, for

example). This picture should change rapidly. BNA offers everything

from full service (they access, edit and send a tape) to simply

-. making their data base available. Costs per record are dependent on

the number of searches, the number of hits and the amount of service

they perform. A company like BNA (and this should not be considered

an endorsement) is attractive if the following is true:

* Tu!l service of searching and editing is needed because of
lack of trained personnel;

* There is a good match between their data base and a sample
of the collection. (The sample is free); and

* There is a large enough number of titles to convert to bring
down the unit costs.

Alternatives 2 and 3 require investigation and careful negotiation.

If the task of retrospective conversion cannot be undertaken because

of a backlog in the cataloging section, these alternatives should be

further explored.

'.3 Recommendations

Assuming that retrospective conversion will be done in-house,

the following should be considered.

* Get aside a specific time each week for retrospective conver-
sion;

. Have a plan. It should include a schedule of how much should
be accomplished weekly;
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e identify sections of the library with heaviest use on the
basis of circulation statistics and concentrate conversion
efforts there;

* Use the retrospective conversion as an opportunity to correct
the shelf list and to weed the collection.. Before an item is
entered into the data base examine its past circulation history
and assess its continued usefulness to the collection.
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5.0 TRA:N:NG

Training for the automated circulation system includes a general

orientation, demonstrations of equipment and procedures, and self-

checking exercises. Materials will be developed by the Army Library.

5.1 Orientation

The library staff has been involved in the design of the system.

Various pieces of equipment have been demonstrated to the staff. The

librarians also have taken a field trip to the Martin Luther King

Library to watch check-in/out processes, and record entry.

5.2 Demonstrations

After the equipment has been installed there will be a series

c: demonstrations on the following:

e light pen use;

* terminal;

* record entry - 2 sessions---'-

* searching the data base;

9 labeling items; and

* circulation functions - check-in/out, reserves, entering
message or free text.

5.3 Self-checking Exercises

The Army Library would like to create a set of exercises to be

performed on the terminal and with the light pens. Using the small

data base created for system debugging, the staff could practice

changing an item's status, entering records, etc. This programmed

instruction would be especially useful for training new staff members

and giving them confidence.
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6.0 SMOMY

Table V gives a summary of activities across the three phases of

conversion. Several critical areas have been identified.

Ecuipment

1. A second H-P terminal should be purchased in time to be of
use in conversion.

2. The bar code printer should be leased as soon as possible.

3. In the absence of the Army Library computer, NLM/LHC equip-
ment should be used to process the OCLC and the library
serial tapes.

4. An H-P terminal should be available soon after the tape is
processed to permit editing of the authority file and
bibliographic records.

The lack of equipment in Phase 1 will seriously undermine the con-

version effort.

Procedures

It is suggested that procedures not be implemented at the same

:Lme, particularly not in the early weeks when the operation begins.

Each procedure should be given time to shake out problems. The fol-

lowing order of implemenLing procedures reflects the additional time

* needed to assure smooth operation.

1. Start with OCLC tape processing procedures. This is a weekly
procedure, not daily, and it will take a longer period of
time to fit into the daily and weekly activity of cataloging.

2. Once the bar code printer is available, the cataloging sec-
tion may want to separate the new items into new titles and
previously catalogued titles and use the bar code printer to
produce spine labels.
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3. After processing of new acquisitions is settled, attention
can shift to the creation of activity records and labeling.
This requires coordination between circulation and cataloging
and considerable movement of material.

4. Serials check-in must begin January 1; this starts a new

volume number for most periodicals.

Considering the delay in acquiring equipment the objective should

be a March 1 start-up date. This is needed to create the data base

and to shake down procedures. Figure 23 projects a schedule of

activities based on a target date of March 1.
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